Atomic domain magnetic nanoalloys: interplay between molecular structure and temperature dependent magnetic and dielectric properties in manganese doped tin clusters†
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We present extensive temperature dependent (16–70 K) magnetic and electric molecular beam deflection measurements on neutral manganese doped tin clusters Mn/SnN (N = 9–18). Cluster geometries are identified by comparison of electric deflection profiles and quantum chemical data obtained from DFT calculations. Most clusters adopt endohedral cage structures and all clusters exhibit non-vanishing magnetic dipole moments. In the high temperature regime all species show exclusively high field seeking magnetic response and the magnetic dipole moments are extracted from the shift of the molecular beam. At low nozzle temperatures, some of the clusters show considerably broadened beam profiles due to non-uniform deflection in the magnetic field. The results reflect the influence of the chemical environment on the magnetic properties of the transition metal in atomic domain magnetic nanoalloys. Different ground state spin multiplicities and coupling of rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom with the spin angular momentum of isolated clusters of different size apparently cause these variations of spin orientation. This is discussed by taking electronic and molecular structure data into account.

1 Introduction

Transition metal doped clusters are a promising class of nanoalloys with interesting composition and size dependent properties.1,2 Affecting electronic and molecular structure, physical and chemical properties can be tuned by the choice of the transition metal and host element and their atomic composition.2,3 Clusters with unpaired electrons are promising candidates for the development of nanostructured magnetic materials.4,5 While our interest is focused on the properties of the isolated clusters and especially the influence of the molecular topology on the magnetic properties, some of these clusters are highly stable and can possibly serve as building blocks for the synthesis of advanced materials.6,7 In order to understand and to systematically design materials based on the integrity of nanostructures that form a super lattice, a better understanding of the cluster building blocks is highly desirable. An improved fundamental knowledge of the intrinsic properties of clusters will allow us to get a better view of the interactions in nanostructured materials. To explore the third dimension of the periodic table,7–9 isolated clusters in the gas phase are an ideal starting point.7 Beam deflection experiments have been adapted from Stern and Gerlach’s original work on silver atoms10,11 to investigate the magnetic properties of isolated clusters. Early work was reported by Knight et al.12 and the method was considerably refined by de Heer and coworkers,13–15 Cox et al.16 and Bucher et al.17 to name just a few pioneering approaches. Subsequently, Hihara, Pokrant and Becker extended the method to the investigation of heterogeneous systems18,19 and in the meantime a vast of gas phase species has been examined by this technique. An outline of the topic is given by Knickelbein20 and Kresin and de Heer.21 The interpretation of these experiments is, however, still a challenging task. Therefore, we have started to analyse the deflection behaviour of clusters doped with a single paramagnetic atom, to examine the impact of the host structures on their magnetic response.

In recent publications22,23 we investigated the dependence of spin angular momentum orientation on the size and temperature of Mn@SnN clusters (N = 12, 13, 15). The specific molecular structure of Mn@Sn12 [h3] gives rise to quasi atomic magnetic response in the vibrational ground state, whereas excited normal modes that break the spin microstate degeneracy induce spin orientation.
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This purely internal vibrationally induced spin orientation process has to our knowledge not been considered in related work. It is an example of how the uncommon chemistry of semimetal/metal clusters can contribute to a more complete fundamental understanding of molecular systems in general. In the present work we focus on the effect of the individual molecular cage structure depending on the number of Sn atoms. We show results from electric beam deflection experiments on the Mn/Sn$_N$ clusters ($N = 9–18$) together with an extended investigation of the magnetic response. In addition the clusters are studied extensively in terms of density functional theory (DFT) to obtain the ground state electronic spin multiplicity, geometry, dielectric properties and vibrational normal modes. The molecular topologies, vibrational spectra and spin multiplicities of the clusters are taken into account in order to rationalize the influence of the tin cage on the magnetic response of the nanoalloys.

2 Dielectric and magnetic properties from molecular beam deflection

The properties of small clusters do not only depend on size and composition of the objects, but also on their environment. Experiments on isolated clusters allow us to study size selected neutral clusters in a vacuum, without obscuring the intrinsic properties. In molecular beam deflection experiments, the spatial distribution (beam profile) is measured size selectively without and with an applied inhomogeneous magnetic or electric field in order to investigate the response of the clusters (Stern–Gerlach and Stark experiment, respectively).

Electric beam deflection experiments are established as a tool to probe the dielectric properties of neutral clusters and molecules.$^{24–32}$ The influence of the electric dipole moment and polarizability of a cluster, the role of its molecular structure and thermal effects have been studied extensively. Experimental observations on homo-$^{30,33–36}$ and hetero-atomic$^{31,37}$ clusters and molecules$^{27,28}$ can be reproduced by models taking these properties into account, extracted from electronic structure calculations. If magnitude and orientation of the electric dipole moment allow to discriminate possible isomers, matching the simulations with the experimental results allows to identify the topology of the cluster.$^{30–32}$ However, thermal effects can considerably affect the results.$^{30,38}$ While this is an opportunity to study interesting dynamical effects like isomerisation,$^{10}$ and thermally induced symmetry breaking,$^{39,40}$ for structure determination the clusters have to be vibrationally cold (i.e. rigid) to exclude such effects.

In magnetic beam deflection experiments the response of the cluster ensemble to an inhomogeneous magnetic field is measured. Like in Stern and Gerlach’s original experiment on silver atoms,$^{10,11}$ the component of the electronic angular momentum in the direction of the field (defined by the z-axis) causes this effect. The electronic angular momentum states are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian in isolated atoms and the magnitude of the angular momentum and the component along the field axis are constants of motion (in the case of small perturbation).

Hence, the quantum numbers representing total electronic angular momentum $J$ and its z-component $M_J$ are good quantum numbers at commonly available magnetic fields.$^{41}$ A beam of atoms is therefore split up into components with $M_J = -J, -J + 1, \ldots, + J$ (or with zero electronic orbital angular momentum this reduces to $M_J = -S, -S + 1, \ldots, + S$ with the principal electronic spin quantum number $S$ and its z-component $M_S$), because each atom experiences a constant force proportional to $M_J$ ($M_S$). Recently we demonstrated the same effect experimentally on the cluster Mn@$Sn_{12}$ in its vibrational ground state.$^{23}$ In general, however, clusters in molecular beams show net deflection due to orientation of the magnetic dipole moment in the magnetic field. Hence, in the case of clusters (and other molecular systems) the component of the electronic angular momentum is commonly observed not to be a constant of motion.

The magnetic response of tin clusters doped with a single Mn atom depends critically on the size and temperature of the clusters.$^{22,23}$ In order to rationalize these observations, we study the Mn/Sn$_N$ clusters by quantum chemistry (QC) methods combined with an evolutionary inspired optimization of the tin cage. Stark experiments are analyzed in order to identify the molecular structure of the clusters from simulations of the dielectric response. The experimentally verified topologies are then used to elucidate the magnetic response of the clusters in Stern–Gerlach experiments at cryogenic temperatures.

3 Quantum chemical and experimental procedure

3.1 Quantum chemistry

In order to obtain possible molecular structures of the manganese doped tin clusters and the ground state spin-configurations, the Mn/Sn$_N$ clusters ($N = 9–18$) were studied by means of DFT in combination with global optimization of the tin cages.

The hybrid functional B3P86$^{42,43}$ is used throughout the computational studies. It was found to reproduce the Sn$_2$ bond distance and electronic polarizability in very good agreement with experimental data and coupled cluster calculations.$^{30,44}$

The agreement of dielectric properties of the tin clusters with experimental observations is appealing,$^{30,44}$ and in addition the functional is known to give good accuracy for transition metal compound geometries.$^{45,46}$ It performs superior in reproducing the molecular vibrational spectrum in far-infrared multi photon dissociation experiments on manganese doped silicon cluster cations among a choice of functionals.$^{47}$ Additionally, test calculations for Mn@$Sn_{12}$ in the framework of long range corrected (LC) Tamm–Dancoff time dependent density functional theory$^{48}$ (TDDFT) reproduce the energy gap between highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO–LUMO gap) obtained in our DFT studies,$^{‡}$ reflecting the reliability of the chosen functional for electronic structure calculations of transition metal doped tetrel clusters. However, one has to keep

‡ Private communication, A. Shayeghi. The TDDFT calculations were performed employing the same basis set and ECP used here, but LC-o-PBEh functional. For more details on the TDDFT calculations refer to ref. 49 and 50.
in mind that common hybrid functionals tend to over stabilize high-spin configurations in transition metal compounds, while pure generalized gradient approximation (GGA) favours low spin configurations.\textsuperscript{24} In analogy to transition metal compounds, the tin cages can be considered as ligand spheres complexing a transition metal centre. Complexes of weak-field ligands require significant contribution of exact exchange to provide agreement with experimental observations, while there is increasing evidence that with strong-field ligands the relative spin-state energy is in better agreement with reduced Hartree–Fock exchange.\textsuperscript{25} To investigate the influence of the choice of functional on the relative energy of the spin state, single point calculations are performed also with the pure GGA functional BP86\textsuperscript{43,52} at the optimized geometries.

Tin tends to form polyanions and the difference in electronegativity among Sn and Mn (0.41 on the Pauling scale) induces the idea that the clusters Mn\textsubscript{2}Sn\textsubscript{N} might be understood as consisting of a Zintl polyanion Sn\textsuperscript{2−} and a Mn\textsuperscript{2+} ion. In analogy to Mg\textsubscript{2}Pb\textsubscript{N}\textsuperscript{31,37} and Na\textsubscript{2}Al\textsubscript{N}\textsuperscript{54} the Mn doped Sn\textsubscript{N} clusters are referred to as gas phase Zintl-compounds. According to Wade’s rules, in the simplified picture of the charge transfer complexes Mn\textsuperscript{2+}Sn\textsuperscript{2−} particularly stable tin cages are formed with 2N + 2 skeletal bonding electrons and another two electrons localized at each Sn atom.\textsuperscript{52} In a first approximation we expect diamagnetic close tin cages,\textsuperscript{§} hosting a paramagnetic transition metal ion with localized spin (according to large HOMO–LUMO gaps spin polarization on the tin cages is neglected).

Therefore, only the bare doubly charged Sn\textsubscript{N}\textsuperscript{2−} anions were optimized using a genetic algorithm (GA) coupled with the Gaussian09 quantum chemistry program.\textsuperscript{55,56} Starting geometries for the GA were taken from a large pool of known metal, semimetal and rare gas clusters. The population of structures considered during global optimization had a maximum size of 100 individuals. After running for at least 250 generations the lowest energy structures were constant and convergence was assumed. During global optimization of the tin cages, the computationally efficient Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL2) effective core potential (ECP) and corresponding double zeta basis sets (DZ) were employed.\textsuperscript{57} We considered singlet (closed shell) and triplet (open shell) electronic configurations of the dianions in spin unrestricted self-consistent field (SCF) calculations. As discussed briefly in the ESI,\textsuperscript{†} with N = 13 and 14 the global minima of the polyanions do not correspond to hollow cage structures and we did not proceed with this method for N > 14. To obtain (nearly) spherical cage structures for the range N = 13–18 and in order to check the GA approach of the smaller cages, a simple electrostatic model is used to obtain start geometries for local optimization. The electrostatic energy of N equal charges on a unit sphere is minimized with respect to the position of the charges. The resulting geometries are scaled in order to obtain reasonable distances among neighbouring tin atoms.

We further investigated the lowest lying isomers of Sn\textsubscript{N}\textsuperscript{2−} within a range of up to 1 eV (depending on the number of low lying isomers) by formally introducing a Mn\textsuperscript{2+} ion at the centre of mass of the host structures. To verify this simple, chemically inspired approach for the complex problem of optimizing binary cluster structures, we also added Mn\textsuperscript{2+} exohedrally to the low lying dianionic tin structures as well as by taking the lowest energy isomer of the next larger Sn\textsubscript{N+1} cluster\textsuperscript{30,44} and substituting one of the Sn atoms by Mn.

The doped structures were relaxed within unrestricted open shell DFT calculations (B3P86/LANL2-DZ), taking total electronic spin angular momentum quantum numbers S = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2 and 7/2 into account. To finally obtain proper energies and dielectric properties we switched to the more accurate small core Stuttgart–Dresden–Bonn ECP (SDB)\textsuperscript{58,59} and corresponding triple zeta basis sets (TZ). The lowest energy isomer and structures within 0.5–1 eV above were relaxed and harmonic frequency analysis of the vibrational normal modes was performed to verify the structures found to be true minima on the potential energy surface (PES).

To calculate the dielectric properties and vibrational normal modes in the harmonic approximation, tight convergence is afforded in all SCF calculations and geometry optimizations.

3.2 Beam deflection experiments

A cluster with electric (magnetic) dipole moment \( \vec{\mu}_{el} \) (\( \vec{\mu}_{mag} \)) travelling through an inhomogeneous field \( \vec{F} = F_0 \hat{\gamma}_z \) with gradient \( \frac{\partial F_z}{\partial z} \) is deflected by a force

\[
\vec{F} = F_0 \hat{\gamma}_z = -\frac{\partial V}{\partial \gamma_z} \vec{\gamma}_z, \tag{1}
\]

where \( \gamma = E(\vec{B}) \) is the electric field (magnetic flux density), \( V \) the potential energy of the cluster and \( \mu_{el,z}(\mu_{mag,z}) = -\frac{\partial V}{\partial \gamma_z} \) the z-component of the corresponding dipole moment.

The cluster enters the electric (magnetic) field of length \( l_{el,f} \) with velocity \( \vec{v} = \hat{\gamma}_x v_x \) and the deflection measured at the detector is

\[
d = \frac{l_{el,f}^2}{2m} + l_{el,f} \frac{\partial F_z}{\partial \gamma_z} v_x - \frac{\gamma(\Gamma)}{m v_x^2} \frac{\partial F_z}{\partial \gamma_z}, \tag{2}
\]

where \( l_{el,f} \) is the field free distance between electrodes (magnet) and the scanning slit, \( m \) is the mass of the cluster and

\[
\gamma(\Gamma) = \left( l_{el,f}^2 + l_{el,f} \frac{\partial F_z}{\partial \gamma_z} \right) \frac{\partial F_z}{\partial \gamma_z}.
\]

In molecular beam deflection experiments, however, not the response of single clusters is measured, but of an ensemble of clusters of each size. If \( \Phi_0 \) is the beam profile at zero field, the beam profile with an applied electric (magnetic) field is the convolution of \( \Phi_0 \) with the deflections according to eqn (2) and taking the distribution function \( \mu(\mu_{el,z}(\mu_{mag,z})) \) of the corresponding dipole moment into account. The principle of electric and magnetic beam deflection hence is the same; however, the distribution function of the dipole moments and their

\[\text{§ The singlet electronic configurations of Sn}^{2−} \text{ are indeed lower in energy compared to the putative global minimum triplet structures according to our GA-DFT investigations.} \]
temporal evolution while passing the field depends on the kind of interaction (electric/magnetic).

The experimental setup for electric and magnetic beam deflection studies has been reported before\textsuperscript{22,23,33,60} and hence we focus only on experimental modifications made in the meantime. Manganese doped tin clusters are produced in a laser ablation source with a temperature controlled nozzle at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. Targets are prepared from an alloy of 5 at% Mn in tin, fused in a furnace at 800 °C under vacuum. After a period of 2 h the sample is removed from the furnace and rapidly cooled down to room temperature to avoid segregation.

Before a part of the Mn–Sn mixture is evaporated by a short pulse of 1064 nm wavelength from a Nd:YAG laser, a small amount of helium (7 bar background pressure) is introduced into the source chamber. The clusters grow in the helium atmosphere and subsequently the gas–cluster mixture passes a nozzle of 2 mm diameter and 60 mm length. Before reaching the cold copper part of the nozzle (25 mm), the mixture passes a leading section of the nozzle made from Teflon to isolate the chamber (which is at approximately room temperature) from the nozzle that can be cooled to 15 K while operating the source. Collisions of the carrier gas rapidly transfer heat from the clusters to the nozzle and in general we assume the clusters to reach thermal equilibrium in the nozzle, before the carrier gas is expanded into high vacuum, forming a molecular beam of doped and pure tin clusters.

We worked with rather short valve opening durations (ca. 250 μs vs. 400–600 μs in our earlier work), in order to achieve slow clusters in the beam with sufficient dwell time (∼1.5 ms) for the helium–cluster mixture. An important difference to earlier work is the extended delay of the laser vaporization pulse (now ca. 600 μs vs. 200–400 μs in previous work), relative to the signal for the helium valve. In previous studies the laser was triggered within the opening time of the valve, which effectively generated clusters in the early stage of rising pressure in the chamber. This leads to sharper supersonic expansions and generated clusters with rotational temperatures well below $T_{\text{nozzle}}$. The supersonic expansion into high vacuum is slightly softer with late vaporization. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, this causes rotational temperatures $T_{\text{rot}}$ of the clusters of approximately 10 K, compared to 3–8 K commonly considered in our earlier investigations\textsuperscript{30,31}. The influence of the adiabatic expansion on the vibrational temperature of clusters in seeded supersonic molecular beams depends on the carrier gas. It has been found that He carrier gas hardly reduces the vibrational temperature, even with sharp supersonic expansion.\textsuperscript{61,62}

Therefore, if equilibrium of clusters and nozzle is reached, $T_{\text{vib}} \approx T_{\text{nozzle}}$. To elucidate this assumption $T_{\text{vib}}$ is extracted from the magnetic deflection experiments of Mn@Sn\textsubscript{12} (see ESI\textsuperscript{†}) and while $T_{\text{vib}} \approx T_{\text{nozzle}}$ in the range of 30–70 K has been found, at lower nozzle temperatures, equilibration is insufficient and $T_{\text{vib}} > T_{\text{nozzle}}$.\textsuperscript{¶}

After expansion into high vacuum, the molecular beam passes a double skimmer with 2 mm diameter and subsequently a fast shutter which is employed to measure the velocity of the clusters in the molecular beam. Further downstream the molecular beam is collimated by two slits (400 μm × 2 mm), forming a molecular beam with rectangular shape which passes the deflection units (the electrodes and pole faces have the well known shape to produce two-wire field analogues, $l_{\text{E,F}} = 150$ mm, $l_{\text{E,B}} = 80$ mm).\textsuperscript{63,64} The clusters then pass a drift region ($l_{\text{E,F}} = 159.0$ cm, $l_{\text{E,B}} = 123.3$ cm) before entering the time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer through a scanning slit (400 μm × 1.5 cm) which is moved by a step motor to measure the spatial distribution of the molecular beam. The clusters are ionized by a He/F\textsubscript{2} excimer laser (157 nm) approximately 20 cm before the ions are extracted orthogonally by an acceleration unit working in Wiley–McLaren time focus mode. At each position of the scanning slit, mass spectra are measured without and with an electric/magnetic field applied. To reach acceptable signal to noise ratios 100–150 spectra are average. The positions are chosen randomly from a set of equally spaced coordinates and every position is measured three times in total. In the ESI\textsuperscript{†} we present an exemplary mass spectrum and explain briefly a method employed in this work to fit Gaussian functions to the mass spectra. The molecular beam profiles are obtained from the integrated signals of the mass spectra as a function of the slit position. The experimental uncertainties in Stark deflection experiments are $\Delta T_{\text{rot}} \approx ±0.2$ D, depicted by the shaded grey area in Fig. 3 to reflect the experimental resolving capabilities. In the magnetic deflection studies we assume uncertainties of the magnetic dipole moments of $\Delta m_{\text{mag}} \approx ±1 \mu_B$. The estimated measurement errors are mean values. Especially for clusters with very low intensity ($N = 9, 10, 18$) augmented errors should be considered.

4 Results and discussion

This section is organized as follows. The QC studies are presented first, focusing on the dielectric properties and relative energies of the doped clusters with respect to the electronic spin configuration and molecular structure. These results in combination with electric deflection experiments are then used to identify the structural isomers present in the molecular beam. The magnetic beam deflection experiments at $T_{\text{nozzle}} = 30, 50, 70$ K allow us to extract the magnitude of the magnetic dipole moment from the shift of the molecular beam. At $T_{\text{nozzle}} = 16$ K an appreciable amount of each cluster species is expected to populate the vibrational ground state, distinctively affecting the magnetic response. A microscopic model is employed, taking the Zeeman energy levels into account to qualitatively investigate the influence of the rotational energy spectrum and spin multiplicity of the isomers on the magnetic response of the ensemble of rigid clusters.

4.1 Quantum chemistry – manganese doped clusters

The dianionic tin cage structures are briefly discussed in the ESI\textsuperscript{†}. For all cluster sizes the exohedrally and substitutionally doped clusters have considerably higher energies (2–4 eV at the LANL2-DZ level of theory), regardless of the spin state. To exemplify this, the exohedrally doped isomer of Mn@Sn\textsubscript{12} (12.2.s) is included...
at the B3P86/SDB-TZ level of theory. In the range of $N = 10–16$ the symmetry of the lowest energy hollow tin cages is retained on most doped clusters with sextet electronic spin multiplicity and in several cases the geometries of different cages converge at the same optimized structure after doping. Only with $N = 11$ and $S = 5/2$ (11.1.s), the Sn atom sitting on the $C_2$ axis of the $C_{2v}$ symmetric cage is slightly tilted, resulting in a $C_s$ symmetric structure. On the other hand, the clusters with quartet states are distorted due to the Jahn–Teller (JT) effect, and consequently greater numbers of low lying isomers are found. Up to $N = 12$ the minimum energy structure corresponds to the global minimum molecular cage identified by the GA. However, the Mn/Sn$_9$ cluster 9.0.s with $S = 5/2$ does not retain the $D_{3h}$ symmetry of the empty host structure. The cage opens on one of the trigonal sites of the prism and distorts into a bowl-shaped structure.

The remaining clusters have closo cages, apart from one exception; the Mn@Sn$_{11}$ cluster 11.0.q ($S = 3/2$), for which the geometry optimization after doping of the $C_{2v}$ cage resulted in a $C_{3v}$ symmetric structure, an icosahedron with one missing vertex. The clusters Mn@Sn$_{17}$ and Mn@Sn$_{18}$ are unstable to distortion of the Mn atom from the centre of mass, reflecting the large size of the host structures.

The resulting optimized cluster geometries are shown in Fig. 1 together with their relative energies (B3P86 bold, BP86 italic) and electric dipole moments, electronic polarizabilities and spin multiplicities. Additional data required for the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the dielectric response (components of the electric dipole moments and moments of inertia in the molecular fixed frame) are presented in Table S1 in the ESI.† The isomers are designated within the following discussion, in Fig. 1, 2 and 5 and

---

**Fig. 1.** Lowest energy isomers of the Mn/Sn$_N$ clusters with $N = 9–18$ as obtained by DFT (Mn red, Sn gray). The arrows represent the orientation of the electric dipole moment in the cluster. The first line of tabulated data of each structure is the label of the isomer as used in the text with [number of Sn atoms][energetic order (B3P86)][letter for spin multiplicity (2 = d, 4 = q, 6 = s)] and the point group symmetry. The second line shows the relative energy $\Delta E$ compared to the global minimum obtained with B3P86 hybrid functional (bold) and the relative energy obtained in single point calculations with BP86 pure GGA functional (italic) at the same geometry. The last two lines represent the magnitude of the electric dipole moment $\mu_{el,0}$ and the isotropic static electronic polarizability $\alpha$. For more details (components of the electric dipole moment and the components of the moment of inertia) refer to the ESI.†
in Table S1 (ESI†) by labels according to: [number of Sn atoms].energetic order (B3P86).[letter for spin multiplicity (2 = d, 4 = q, 6 = s)].

In the case of Mn/Sn_{12} we also include the exohedrally doped species at the same level of theory to point out the sensitivity of the electric dipole moment on the position of the manganese atom. According to the difference in electronegativity of the elements involved, exohedrally doped binary clusters are expected to have considerably larger dipole moments than the corresponding pure tin cluster. This can be observed for the 12.2.s structure, which has the largest magnitude of the electric dipole moment \( m_{el,0} \) of all structures in Fig. 1 and approximately twice that of the global minimum structure of Sn_{12} as obtained in ref. 30. The lowest energies of the doped clusters are obtained for those geometries with Mn close to the centre of mass. Although the electric dipole moment depends on the geometrical isomer and the spin state, all clusters investigated here except Mn/Sn_{9} have considerably reduced electric dipole moments in the ground state compared to the corresponding pure tin clusters as presented in ref. 30. While in Mn/Sn_{9} the large dipole moment results from the small size of the host structure, the clusters Mn@Sn_{17} and Mn@Sn_{18} have cages too large to retain nearly spherical symmetry. The Mn atom is distorted from its central position, causing enhanced electric dipole moments for the larger...
endohedrally doped clusters, compared to the range $N = 10$–16. The relative energies of the clusters obtained at various electronic spin multiplicities suggest quartet electronic ground states for Mn@Sn$_{11}$ and Mn@Sn$_{16}$ at the B3P86/SDB-TZ level of theory. The remaining clusters all have lowest energy with $S = 5/2$. However, the difference among spin isomers is in some cases below 0.1–0.2 eV, and the energies obtained in single point calculations with the BP86 GGA functional are lower for the quartet spin states. For clusters with near degenerate spin isomers ($N = 10, 13, 14, 15, 18$) it is not possible to clearly identify the ground state electronic spin configuration from the DFT calculations. However, Mn/Sn$_{9}$, Mn@Sn$_{13}$ and Mn@Sn$_{17}$ have high-spin electronic ground states using the hybrid or GGA functionals. Neglecting electronic orbital contributions we expect the corresponding clusters to have spin only magnetic dipole moments of approximately 5.9 $\mu_B$ (taking into account the Landé factor of the free electron $g = 2$). The remaining clusters should have magnetic dipole moments of 3.8 $\mu_B$ or 5.9 $\mu_B$ (corresponding to $S = 3/2$ and $S = 5/2$), or intermediate values if quasi-degenerate spin states exist and become populated with significant probability.

4.2 Beam deflection experiments

Experimentally measured beam profiles of the Mn doped clusters with $N = 9$–18 are displayed in Fig. 2. For each cluster size the beam profiles measured with an applied magnetic field of 1.5 T at $T_{\text{nozzle}} = 16$ K (upper panel, red squares, Mn/Sn$_{10}$; 30 K) and with an applied electric field of 15 kV (lower panel, red squares) at $T_{\text{nozzle}} = 30$ K are presented together with the beam profiles at 0 kV (T) (blue dots). The measured data points at zero field and with an applied field are fitted by a Gaussian function (blue solid line and red dashed line), with the constraint of a constant integral value. In addition we show, as described in the corresponding subsections, beam profiles obtained by MD simulation of the response to the electric field according to the structural and dielectric properties obtained from the DFT calculations (solid red line, solid grey line, and solid green line for $S = 5/2$, 3/2 and 1/2 isomers, respectively). In the case of Mn@Sn$_{11}$, Mn@Sn$_{12}$ and Mn@Sn$_{14}$ the beam profiles according to quasi-atomic response with $S = 3/2$ (dotted grey line), 5/2 (dotted red line) and 1/2 (dotted green line) with an applied magnetic field are also displayed (upper panels). We show only one set of beam profiles for each cluster species. The electric and magnetic dipole moments presented in Fig. 3 and 4 and also the vibrational temperatures extracted in the ESI† are the mean value of two measurements at each temperature, with identical settings of the experimental parameters.

4.2.1 Stark effect

(a) Extraction of the electric dipole moments. Fig. 3 shows the apparent electric dipole moment of the doped clusters, obtained by first-order perturbation theory (FOPT) from the broadening of the molecular beam recorded at $T_{\text{nozzle}} = 30$, 50 and 70 K. The electric dipole moment is extracted from the variance of the Gauss fits with ($\sigma_{\text{on}}$) and without ($\sigma_{\text{off}}$) applied field.\textsuperscript{30,32} We do not show the effective polarizabilities of the clusters obtained from the shift of the maxima, but taking into account the static electric polarizabilities and polarization of the dipole distribution\textsuperscript{32} allows us to quantitatively reproduce the trend observed for the doped clusters with $T_{\text{nozzle}} = 10$ K. The cluster Mn@Sn$_{12}$, which has no permanent electric dipole moment according to its molecular structure, shows negligible broadening of the molecular beam. The static electronic polarizability extracted from the shift of the beam profile is 89.3 Å$^3$ at 30 K and 86.6 Å$^3$ averaged over 30–70 K, in good agreement to the isotropic polarizability of 84.1 Å$^3$ obtained from DFT (relative error: 6.2%).

To demonstrate the effect of the dopant atom on the electric dipole moment of the host structure, we have included the measured electric dipole moments of the pure tin clusters from ref. 30. In Fig. 2 we show in addition to the doped clusters the beam profiles of Sn$_{10}$ obtained from our new datasets. The apparent electric dipole moment obtained by FOPT is 0.63 D in excellent agreement to the value of 0.63 D predicted by DFT.\textsuperscript{30} We want to point out that in ref. 30 the dipole moment obtained by FOPT is only 0.49 D but MD simulations of the response taking into account a rotational temperature of 3.5 K allow to reproduce the experimental data. In the experiments presented here the rotational temperature of the clusters is expected to be higher due to late evaporation (refer to Section 3.2). The assumption of lower interaction energy with the external field compared to the rotational energy of the cluster hence is a more reasonable approximation and the result indeed provides evidence for higher rotational temperatures.

With increasing nozzle temperature, as shown in Fig. 3, the magnitude of the apparent electric dipole moment is reduced, reflecting the sensitivity to thermal excitation of vibrational modes. Comparison of the electric dipole moments obtained at $T_{\text{nozzle}} = 30$ K and 30 K shows considerable quenching of the apparent electric dipole moment for clusters with $N = 9, 13, 17$ and 18. Accordingly, even at 30 K not all clusters can be expected to be strictly rigid and the electric dipole moments...
reported here for \( T_{\text{nozzle}} = 30 \text{ K} \) are considered as lower limits. However, except for \( \text{Mn}\text{@Sn}_{17} \), the values obtained experimentally agree very well with the trend apparent in the DFT studies. \( \text{Mn/Sn}_n \) has a large dipole moment compared to the remaining clusters, reflecting the effect of the bowl shaped host structure. The doped clusters with \( N = 10–16 \) have considerably smaller electric dipole moments, compliant to the endohedrally doped structures predicted. Except for \( \text{Mn}\text{@Sn}_{15} \) and \( \text{Mn}\text{@Sn}_{16} \), even the more asymmetric cluster species have small electric dipole moments compared to the pure tin clusters with the same number of Sn atoms.

(b) Molecular dynamics simulations. In Fig. 2 (lower panels) we show the beam profiles of the doped clusters obtained by MD simulation of the dielectric response as reported in ref. 30–32 and 65. The experimental parameters (deflection voltage, velocity of the clusters and rotational temperature), dielectric properties and moments of inertia obtained from the QC studies are used to simulate the response of the clusters, taking into account the data from Table S1 (ESI†) of the structures depicted in Fig. 1.

The large drop of intensity of \( \text{Mn/Sn}_n \) in the central region of the experimental beam profile \( (z_0) \) allows us to identify this cluster as a non-closed host structure, with the manganese atom close to the centre of mass. The beam profile measured with an applied field (red squares) shows slightly better agreement with the simulation of the higher lying quartet isomers. However, the precision of the relative intensities with/without field is doubtful due to the very low intensities, and it is therefore not possible to uniquely identify the spin isomer of this cluster by its dielectric response. But the electric dipole moment of a tin cluster with a Mn atom attached exohedrally can be expected to be much larger, which would cause the molecular beam to be almost depleted, ruling out such topologies. The electric dipole moment of exohedrally doped \( \text{Mn/Sn}_n \) obtained at the B3P86/LANL2-DZ level of theory reflects this. With the \( D_{\text{in}} \) (minimum energy) cage found by the GA and after relaxation of the Mn doped cluster we obtain for the structure corresponding to the 9.0.s \((S = 5/2)\) cluster 0.89 D, and for the exohedrally doped \((S = 5/2)\) cluster 3.93 D.

The experimental data of \( \text{Mn}\text{@Sn}_{16} \) correspond much better to the simulated beam profile of 10.0.s than to 10.1.q, but the vanishing dipole moment of 10.0.s does not reproduce the small drop of intensity observed at \( z_0 \). The isomer 10.2.q is only a slightly distorted geometry of 10.1.q (both closely related to the tetra-capped trigonal prismatic geometry of \( \text{Sn}_{10} \)) with similar dielectric properties and is not included in the figure. The augmented uncertainty due to low intensity possibly causes the observed drop of the beam profile with an applied field. Hence, the extracted dipole moment in Fig. 3 as well as the discrepancies in the experimental data and the simulated response of 10.0.s are considered primarily as experimental error. But it might also be related to presence of multiple isomers in the molecular beam. The relative energy of the two isomers is only 64 meV (−190 meV) with B3P86 (BP86) functional, and regarding typical errors of total energies in DFT, the spin isomers might both be present in the molecular beam. If the beam does contain both isomers, the isomer 10.0.s contributes stronger and hence can be expected as lower in energy as predicted by the hybrid functional.

The next larger cluster, \( \text{Mn}\text{@Sn}_{14} \), shows dielectric response in excellent agreement to the lowest energy, quartet electronic ground state isomer 11.0.q. As expected, the next higher sextet spin isomer 11.1.s is further destabilized with the BP86 functional, but the relative energy of 410 meV obtained with B3P86 is large enough to expect only the ground state isomer to contribute significantly to the ensemble in the molecular beam.

The beam profile of the icosahedral cluster \( \text{Mn}\text{@Sn}_{13} \) is only shifted in the direction of the gradient of the electric field, as mentioned in ref. 23. This reflects a vanishing permanent electric dipole moment as dictated by the inversion symmetry of the molecular cage structure of 12.0.s, as expected from earlier studies in the context of quantum chemical investigations and photoelectron spectroscopy on similar species.1,2 The small drop of intensity is regarded as measurement error, which is likely to result from intensity fluctuations and small errors in beam alignment. The observed shift is well explained by the isotropic electronic polarizability of the cluster obtained from DFT as mentioned above.

\( \text{Mn}\text{@Sn}_{13} \) has the largest apparent electric dipole moment of the ground state geometries of doped clusters with \( N > 9 \). All isomers investigated by DFT are close in energy and exhibit non-vanishing electric dipole moments, but the simulated beam profile of each isomer deviates considerably from the measured data. The two lowest energy quasi-degenerate isomers 13.0.s and 13.1.q produce simulated beam profiles with considerable intensity on the left edge of the figure. This is not observed at all, instead the beam profile intensity follows closely on both sides of the simulation according to 13.2.s, and in the central region lies between 13.2.s and 13.4.q. Harmonic analysis of the vibrational normal modes shows that all \( \text{Mn}\text{@Sn}_{13} \) isomers considered have low vibrational frequencies. Hence, even at \( T_{\text{nozzle}} = 30 \text{ K} \) the majority of clusters are vibrationally excited, affecting the apparent electric dipole moment. The dielectric response does not allow us to assign a molecular structure in this case, but the magnitude of the electric dipole moment points towards an endohedrally doped molecular cage cluster.

The beam profile of \( \text{Mn}\text{@Sn}_{14} \) measured with applied electric field is reproduced rather well by the simulations of the spin-isomer 14.1.q with \( S = 3/2 \). The lowest energy isomer 14.0.s obtained with B3P86/SDB-TZ and 14.2.s (the simulated beam profile is not shown) have vanishing permanent electric dipole moment due to the symmetries of the tin cages and accordingly cannot reproduce the drop of intensity at \( z_0 \). The electric dipole moment of 14.3.d is also too low to reproduce the measured data. The energetic order is however different with BP86, suggesting 14.1.q as the ground state isomer. Here B3P86 seems to over stabilize the sextet spin isomer.

The dielectric response of the clusters \( \text{Mn}\text{@Sn}_{15} \) and \( \text{Mn}\text{@Sn}_{14} \) measured experimentally is reproduced very well by the simulations of the response according to the sextet (15.0.s) and quartet (16.0.q) isomers, respectively. The relative energies
of the isomers obtained by DFT (B3P86) indeed suggest the corresponding isomers as the ground state, although in the case of Mn@Sn15 the relative energy between $S = 3/2$ and $S = 5/2$ isomer is again very small and inverted with BP86. The much better agreement of the experimentally obtained beam profile with the simulation according to the lowest energy configuration with B3P86 again provides evidence for the reliability of the chosen functional.

The experimentally obtained beam profile of the Mn@Sn17 clusters is not well reproduced by the MD simulations. Although distinct broadening of the molecular beam is observed, indicating a nonvanishing electric dipole moment in the experiment (see Fig. 3), the large electric dipole moments of the quartet and sextet isomer obtained by DFT causes considerably stronger broadening of the simulated beam profiles. Similar to Mn@Sn18, the reason for these discrepancies can possibly be attributed to soft molecular vibrations. Qualitatively, the enhanced flexibility with rising nozzle temperature causes reduced effective electric dipole moments (see Fig. 3), resulting in lower experimentally observed broadening of the molecular beam.30

The beam profile of Mn@Sn18 is reproduced by the simulations of the isomer 18.0.s ($S = 5/2$), while with $S = 3/2$ (18.1.q) the electric dipole moment is much too large. Similar to Mn@SnN with $N = 9$ and 10, the intensities in the MS are small, causing enhanced scattering of the measured data points.

The possibility of weakly quenched electric dipole moments with $N = 9, 13, 17$ and 18 is noted earlier and the magnitude of the apparent electric dipole moment is possibly enhanced in the limit of the rigid clusters. Keeping this in mind, the ground state isomers of all species identified at our level of theory are in principle in accordance with the dielectric response.

### 4.2.2 Zeeman effect

#### (a) High temperature regime (30–70 K)

As discussed in detail in ref. 23 and in agreement with the literature,64–68 the magnetic response of a cluster ensemble with thermally excited vibrational normal modes that break the spin microstate degeneracy, i.e. Jahn-Teller (JT) active normal modes,69 can be described by Brillouin’s function.70 In this case the ratio of magnetic interaction energy to internal thermal energy $x = \mu_{mag,0}B_z/(k_BT_{int})$ depends on the vibrational temperature of the clusters (i.e. $T_{int} = T_{ vib}$). For the temperature range and the maximum value of the magnitude of the magnetic dipole moment $\mu_{mag,0} = \sqrt{S(S+1)} \cdot g \mu_B$ of 5.9 $\mu_B$ at 1.5 T the ratio $x$ is smaller than 0.25 in our experiment. Accordingly the low field approximation of Brillouin’s function is used here. From the deflection of the molecular beam (d) the magnitude of the magnetic dipole moment $\mu_{mag,0}$ is extracted by using

$$\langle \mu_{mag,z} \rangle = \frac{\mu_{mag,0}B_z}{k_BT_{int}}$$

in eqn (2) for $-\partial V/\partial \Gamma_z$.

In Fig. 4 the apparent magnitude of the magnetic dipole moment of the doped clusters is reported, obtained from the shift of the beam profile (Gauss fit) at $T_{nozzle} = 70$ K (red squares), 50 K (green triangles) and 30 K (blue circles).

At 70 K the magnitude of the magnetic dipole moment $\mu_{mag,0}$ corresponds in most cases well with the spin only magnetic dipole moments of the isomers as identified by the Stark experiments in conjunction with DFT. Again, augmented errors are expected especially for Mn/Sn9 and also Mn@Sn10. With $N = 9$ the high temperature magnetic response corresponds well to the spin magnetic dipole moment of the ground state isomer. In the case of Mn@Sn10 the dielectric response pointed at the ground state isomer 10.0.s, possibly with minor contribution of the quartet isomer 10.1.q. If the assumption of spin only magnetism is reasonable, the magnetic response on the other hand corresponds better to primary contribution of the quartet isomer. As the electric dipole moment obtained experimentally is a lower limit (refer to Section 4.2.1), the combined experimental observations in fact can be rationalized by the isomer 10.1.q. Mn@Sn11 was identified by QC and electric beam deflection as 11.0.q with $S = 3/2$ and the magnitude of the magnetic dipole moment is in very good agreement, corroborating the former results. The Mn@Sn12 cluster reflects a magnetic dipole moment in excellent correlation with the electronic spin of the icosahedral ground state isomer 12.0.s. In the case of Mn@Sn13 the dielectric response cannot be allocated to a certain isomer. But quasi-degeneracy of the two lowest energy isomers 13.0.s and 13.1.q gives a reasonable explanation of the intermediate spin magnetic dipole moment of the ensemble obtained by magnetic beam deflection due to similar population of both $S = 3/2$ and $S = 5/2$ isomers (or possibly a spin mixed state of a single isomer as discussed for ferric compounds71). The cluster Mn@Sn14 was identified by its dielectric response as 14.1.q, which is obtained only with BP86 as the ground state isomer. The magnetic response at 70 K is in very good agreement with these observations. Also for Mn@Sn15 and Mn@Sn16, the magnetic deflection experiments...
correlate well with the $S = 5/2$ and $S = 3/2$ ground state isomers identified by the dielectric properties. The magnetic dipole moment measured at 70 K for Mn@Sn$_{17}$ and Mn@Sn$_{18}$ both correspond well to the ground state isomers as obtained in the DFT studies, although in the case of Mn@Sn$_{11}$ it is not possible to verify the ground state geometry of the cluster via electric beam deflection.

With reduced nozzle temperatures of 50 K and 30 K the average magnetic dipole moment of the clusters Mn/Sn$_n$ and Mn@Sn$_{14}$ is reduced by 1.5–2 $\mu_B$. The clusters with $N = 13$, 15 and 18 also show slightly reduced response. But taking into account the estimated mean uncertainty of the experimentally obtained magnetic dipole moments of $\pm 1 \mu_B$, the magnitudes of the apparent dipole moment are not very sensitive to the temperature in this range.

In order to investigate the influence of the vibrational temperature also on the variance of the beam profiles with applied magnetic field, clusters are selected for which the dielectric response and beam profile shift in the magnetic field can be related to a specific isomer. In Fig. 5 the relative field induced molecular beam broadening $((c_{on}^2 - c_{off}^2) m^2$, normalized to the maximum value) of Mn@Sn$_n$ with $N = 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18$ at $T_{\text{nozzle}} = 16, 30, 50$ and 70 K is presented as a function of the fraction $P_0$ of clusters populating the vibrational ground state. The populations $P_0$ are determined by harmonic analysis, taking $T_{\text{vib}}$ (obtained by the procedure described in the ESI†) and a Boltzmann distribution into account. Similar to ref. 23 only JT active normal modes are considered in the case of Mn@Sn$_{12}$ (due to $I_h$ symmetry only 14 out of 33 in total). The reduced symmetries of the other clusters compared to Mn@Sn$_{12}$ determine a larger ratio of JT active normal modes. For simplicity in Fig. 5 with $N \neq 12$ we include all vibrational normal modes for the determination of $P_0$ to demonstrate qualitatively the correlation of beam broadening and vibrational excitation. To calculate $P_0$ we used the vibrational spectra obtained from the DFT data of those isomers which can be identified by their dielectric response.

For Mn@Sn$_{12}$ and Mn@Sn$_{14}$ the populations $P_0$ cover a large range for the temperature interval we investigated. In both cases, but also for the less rigid clusters, the field induced broadening correlates well with $P_0$. While small or vanishing $P_0$ results in uniform deflection of the beam of clusters, with increasing population of the vibrational ground state all clusters show more pronounced broadening of the beam profile. Individual topologies of the rigid clusters then have a distinct influence on the magnetic response, causing non-uniform deflection. While the microscopic mechanism induced by the vibrational degrees of freedom remains still unclear, this correlation provides evidence that in Stern–Gerlach experiments excited (JT active) vibrational normal modes couple electronic spin microstates with the rotational motion of the clusters, inducing net orientation of the magnetic dipole moment.

(b) Low temperature regime (16 K). In the following, the beam profiles measured by magnetic beam deflection experiment at $T_{\text{nozzle}} = 16$ K are discussed (upper panels in Fig. 2). According to Fig. 5 at least a fraction of the clusters of each species is expected to be rigid. The beam profiles of all clusters in Fig. 2 show broadening, although with $N = 13$ the effect is small. Besides the tremendous beam broadening of Mn@Sn$_{12}$, distinct broadening is also observed for clusters with $N = 11$, 14 and 15. The clusters with $N = 11$, 12 and 15 are selected as exemplary systems in order to explore the influence of the rigid molecular cages on the magnetic response of the clusters.

The superatomic response of Mn@Sn$_{12}$ has been discussed in detail in ref. 23. The experimental data in Fig. 2 are fitted by a least square procedure with the two-component model (orange dashed line) presented there. The two components, i.e. the rigid superatom (dotted red line) and vibrationally excited fraction (dash-dotted black line), correspond to the response of a $S = 5/2$ superatom and vibrationally mediated spin orientation in the latter fraction. As described in the ESI† we use this procedure to obtain experimental estimates of $T_{\text{vib}}$. The data in Fig. 2 correspond to $T_{\text{vib}} = 28$ K.

Mn@Sn$_{11}$ on the other hand is expected in any regard (ground state in the QC studies, dielectric response according to the ground state isomer, magnetic response at $T_{\text{nozzle}} 30-70$ K) as a $S = 3/2$ cluster. Mn@Sn$_{11}$ like Mn@Sn$_{12}$ is expected to substantially populate the vibrational ground state (refer to Fig. 5) and if the rigid, diamagnetic environment was inert to the magnetic centre, a fraction would show response according to the grey dotted line (Fig. 2). The measured beam profile is considerably broadened by the inhomogeneous magnetic field, reflecting non-uniform deflection. But although a fraction is deflected in the direction of decreasing field, the fraction of rigid clusters is not split up into components of the spin microstates but instead effects asymmetric broadening of the beam.

The molecular beam of Mn@Sn$_{15}$ still shows field induced broadening, but is exclusively shifted in the direction of the
field gradient, with hardly any increase in beam intensity observed on the low field side of the beam profile. Tailing of the beam profile in the direction of the field gradient on the other hand indicates a small fraction of rigid clusters in the beam.

An adiabatic magnetization model has been proposed by de Heer and co-workers to explain the magnetization of rigid clusters, isolated in molecular beams.\textsuperscript{72,73} In this model, orientation of the (spin) magnetic dipole moment results from the coupling of spin and rotational degrees of freedom. This interaction is rather small and the quantum state of a cluster is represented to a good approximation by the product of the uncoupled basis states, if there is no other state close in energy. In the vicinity of level crossings among states with equal total angular momentum, however, the perturbation of spin-rotation coupling causes the states to repel and the crossing is avoided. The $z$-components of the spin angular momentum of the interacting states mutually transform while passing the avoided crossing (where $S_z$ is in fact not well defined) and apparently the spin flips. Simultaneously the rotational state undergoes a similar transformation and while no energy is redistributed (the cluster remains in the same total energy eigenstate), total angular momentum ($z$-component) is also conserved.

In order to establish the relation of molecular topology and the response of the cluster to the inhomogeneous magnetic field, we want to point out the influence of the density of (avoided) crossings. A cluster entering the deflection magnet experiences a relatively fast changing magnetic field, on the order of $10^5$ T s$^{-1}$. But it is important to remember that in the experiment the clusters also experience a change of magnetic flux as they pass the field region of length $l_{Bz}$. Due to experimental imperfections (molecular beam alignment, shape of pole faces, homogeneity of the pole face material, nonzero divergence of the molecular beam) and the small but nonzero deflection already present while travelling through the magnet, each cluster is situated in a slowly varying magnetic field. The response measured after the cluster has passed the magnet and the drift region therefore corresponds to the time averaged mean $z$-component of the magnetic dipole moment ($\mu_{mag,z}$). In this model the magnetic response of a rigid rotor results from adiabatic state propagation. As discussed in ref. 72 and 73, and in close analogy to the electric beam deflection MD simulations of the former section, the rotational states are thermally populated at zero field. The rotational temperature $T_{rot}$ of the clusters is accordingly required to understand and possibly simulate the response of rigid clusters in the picture of the adiabatic avoided crossing model.

It has been shown that in the limit of a very large number of avoided crossings the $z$-component of the average magnetic dipole moment corresponds to Brillouin’s function also for rigid clusters, with $T_{int} = T_{rot}$ then determining the ratio of magnetic to internal energy. Rapid oscillations of $S_z$ cause the average $z$-component of the magnetic dipole moment of all clusters to be equal, resulting in a shifted beam profile, with vanishing broadening.\textsuperscript{74,75} But adiabatic magnetization can also lead to broadening of the molecular beam, due to non-uniform deflection of the clusters, if the density of avoided crossings is small or vanishes. The beam of clusters then is broadened or split up according to the electronic spin multiplicity, as with Mn@Sn$_{12}$ in its vibrational ground state. If the clusters are assumed as rigid, it is the manifold of rotational levels and the multiplicity of the spin state that determine the density of crossings. On the other hand, spin-rotation coupling in the first place results from zero field splitting (ZFS) of the spin microstates, caused by the molecular environment of the cluster. In the case of the vibrationally frozen superatom Mn@Sn$_{12}$ it has been discussed that ZFS vanishes due to its $I_h$ symmetry, and hence the crossings are not avoided.\textsuperscript{23} If the topology of a cluster on the other hand gives rise to non-vanishing permanent ZFS, crossings among states of equal total angular momentum are in principle avoided. Opposed to homatomic magnetic clusters, only a single magnetic atom is located in the nanoalloys investigated here and spin–spin coupling effects can be neglected as a source of ZFS. The atomic domain magnetic nanoalloys studied here have small total spin angular momenta, and the number of level crossings is accordingly small and depends considerably on the density of rotational levels.

In Fig. 6 the sum of rotational and magnetic (Zeeman) energies of Mn@Sn$_{12}$, Mn@Sn$_{11}$ and Mn@Sn$_{15}$ are shown as a function of the flux density $B_z$. In the case of the spherical top cluster Mn@Sn$_{12}$ the deflection of the cluster populating states with $M_S = \pm 5/2$ is 3.8 mm. Assuming a constant force acting on the clusters within the deflection unit, the maximum shift within the deflection unit amounts to about 250 μm. With $\partial B_z/\partial z = 3.35 \text{T m}^{-1}$ the range of Δ$B_z$ the clusters sweeps through then corresponds to about 0.1 T. Rotational states of a spherical rotor with principal rotational quantum number $R$ are $(2R + 1)^2$-fold degenerate. Even with $S = 5/2$, i.e. spin multiplicity $M = 6$, the density of crossings is so small, that within this range of $B_z$ only a small number of crossings is observed, compared to a symmetric or an asymmetric rotor (Fig. 6b and c, respectively). Note that superatomic magnetic response requires vanishing ZFS, i.e. no crossings are avoided. Otherwise, even a single avoided crossing encountered while passing the magnet would suppress the equidistant splitting of the molecular beam components.

With typical total deflections of the other clusters in the range of 0.1 mm the shift within the deflection unit amounts to roughly 10 μm. The range of Δ$B_z$ the clusters sweep through then corresponds to a few mT and therefore as an estimate of the experimentally relevant range 0.01 T is arbitrarily chosen for (b) and (c). The rotational spectrum of a symmetric top cluster like Mn@Sn$_{11}$ (Fig. 6b) already shows a considerably richer structure, even with the much smaller range of $B_z$ depicted by the box in Fig. 6a. The reduced rotational symmetry partially breaks the degeneracy of the rotational states and the number of intersections is considerably larger, even with smaller spin multiplicity compared to Mn@Sn$_{12}$. With a finite range of $B_z$ being sampled, in the experiment in general an arbitrary state will encounter some crossings while passing the deflection magnet. However, the number of crossings is still limited and apparently not sufficient to effectively generate the same average slope, i.e. the same magnetic dipole moment for all clusters. This confirms the idea that in the lower symmetry rigid cluster spin and rotational degrees of freedom are coupled. However, the medium spin
multiplicity and the symmetric rotor environment of 11.0.q cause only a limited density of avoided crossings. A cluster then might pass some avoided crossings, but the number is not large enough to statistically enforce similar average values of \( \langle \mu_{\text{mag},z} \rangle \) for all clusters. Instead, for some clusters the average orientation might cancel while others have more contribution of high- or low-field seeking states and hence are deflected accordingly.

However, in the experiment all clusters pass at least one avoided crossing, because otherwise some contribution according to the quasi-atomic response (grey dotted line in Fig. 2) would be observed. Finally, in the case of asymmetric top clusters with high spin configuration like Mn@Sn_{15} the number of avoided level crossings is even larger. In the course of traversing the magnet the spin of each cluster flips many times. The number of avoided crossings traversed by each cluster is apparently sufficient to cause net orientation of the magnetic dipole moment. However, for Mn@Sn_{15} the fraction of rigid clusters is expected to be rather small (refer to Fig. 5) and it is not possible to conclude whether the field induced broadening of the molecular beam merely results from the superposition of flexible and rigid clusters (with vanishing broadening of the individual fractions), or if the rigid fraction itself is deflected non-uniformly.

The same applies for Mn@Sn_{10}, Mn@Sn_{13}, Mn@Sn_{15}, Mn@Sn_{16}, Mn@Sn_{17} and Mn@Sn_{18} at \( T_{\text{nozzle}} = 16 \) K. Although the contributions of vibrating and rigid clusters vary significantly with the size of the cluster (refer to Fig. 5), a fraction of rigid clusters of each size should be present and clearly an increase in the broadening of the molecular beams is observed. However, no or only very small increase of intensity on the low field side is observed, in accord with the idea of adiabatic magnetization of the rigid clusters induced by spin-rotation coupling.

Interestingly, the beam profile of Mn@Sn_{14} at low temperatures can be reproduced with a superatomic model by taking a doublet state into account. Although it is the only cluster for which a low lying doublet states is found, even with BP86 the \( S = 1/2 \) isomer is higher in energy compared to the \( S = 3/2 \) and \( S = 5/2 \) spin isomers. On the other hand, the dielectric response in Section 4.2.1 and the high temperature magnetic response both agree well to the properties of 14.1.q. Harmonic analysis in this case reveals very soft vibrational modes (average wave number of the five lowest modes 27 cm\(^{-1}\) with 9 cm\(^{-1}\) of the first mode, while the average of the five lowest modes (ground state isomers, B3P86/SDB-TZ) of the other clusters is 30–65 cm\(^{-1}\)).

While for most species studied in this work the observed response is rationalized in the full range of temperatures by determining the same spin isomer as rigid or vibrating, this model possibly breaks down as a result of strong vibronic interactions. At the current level of theory we therefore cannot explain the temperature dependent magnetic response of the Mn@Sn_{14} cluster. It is an interesting candidate to explore the possibility of temperature dependent ground state spin configurations by further beam deflection studies and extended quantum chemical investigations.

5 Conclusions

Electric beam deflection experiments allow to verify the structural motif of the neutral manganese doped clusters Mn/Sn\(_N\), \( N = 9–18 \). The Mn atom is located close to the centre of mass in all investigated clusters. Very small intensities of Mn/Sn\(_9\) are observed in the mass spectrum, reflecting the low stability/high reactivity of the cluster as discussed before. Electric
dipole moment is larger in the doped cluster, compared to Sn$_{9}$, while the remaining doped clusters Mn@Sn$_{N}$ have reduced electric dipole moments compared to the homo-atomic clusters Sn$_{N}$. This confirms the tendency of Mn/Sn to form nanoalloy structures with maximum coordination of the Mn centre by Sn. However, the host structure Sn$_{9}$ is too small to fully encapsulate the dopant atom. Simulations of the dielectric response allow us to confirm the structure of most of the investigated clusters, but also the electronic spin configuration of the clusters.

Quantum chemical studies reveal the total spin angular momentum to depend on the size and geometry of the clusters. In terms of transition metal complexes this can be understood phenomenologically as a nephelauxetic effect, or in a more sophisticated picture, it is the result of electron exchange and correlation effects. Considering Sn atoms as rather weak field ligands explains the large abundance of high- or medium-spin clusters found experimentally, in contrast for example to the magnetic properties of endohedrally doped Mn@Si$_{N}$ ions probed by X-ray magnetic circular dichroisma. The model chemistry we employed to investigate the clusters allows us to reproduce these observations. In general we obtain with B3P86 not only very good agreement of the dielectric properties, but also the energetic order of spin isomers is in line with the observed magnetic response in the high temperature regime, except for Mn@Sn$_{10}$ and Mn@Sn$_{14}$. In the case of Mn@Sn$_{14}$ and possibly Mn@Sn$_{10}$ the magnetic and dielectric response agrees better to the second lowest isomer found with B3P86, which is however the ground state with the pure GGA functional. Accordingly, it might be necessary to employ a hybrid functional with reduced exact Hartree–Fock exchange, as proposed by others, to obtain the correct energetic order in the full range of compositions. The better option would be to perform multi-reference configuration interaction calculations, but such calculations are currently prohibitively expensive in computer time.

We investigated the effect of thermal excitation of the clusters on the response to inhomogeneous electric and magnetic fields. Clusters with excited vibrational normal modes are deflected uniformly in the magnetic field and the field induced broadening of the beam vanishes. The magnetic dipole moments of most thermally excited clusters obtained from the deflection of the molecular beam compare well to the predicted spin-only magnetic dipole moments of the clusters.

At low temperature, depending on the magnitude of the spin angular momentum, the molecular structure of the cluster and the vibrational spectrum, a considerable effect of the magnetic field on the beam profile width is noticed. In some cases significant fractions of low field seeking clusters are observed. This is explained by taking adiabatic magnetization of the clusters into account, induced by spin-rotation coupling. Non-vanishing permanent ZFS causes net orientation of the magnetic dipole moment of rigid clusters in the direction of the magnetic field. For asymmetric rigid clusters with sufficiently large densities of avoided crossings this results in single sided deflection. In cases where low spin multiplicity and high molecular symmetry cause a very limited number of crossings, the beam profile with an applied field can show large intensity also on the low field side, but the response of all clusters except Mn@Sn$_{12}$ and possibly Mn@Sn$_{14}$ is affected by avoided crossings, resulting in net magnetization of the rigid rotating clusters.

The observations presented in this work reflect the relation of topology and magnetic response of isolated rigid magnetic nanoalloy clusters. Taking into account the molecular parameters related to spin orientation induced by spin-rotation coupling allows us to rationalize these observations. The quantitative treatment of the terms related to ZFS and hence spin-rotation coupling (spin–orbit interaction and in the case of multicenter magnetic clusters spin–spin interaction) is an intricate task and beyond the scope of the present work. But the observations give hope that simulations of the magnetic response of rigid clusters are possible by qualitatively taking symmetry related laws of angular momentum conservation into account to identify avoided crossings and to simply follow the uncoupled states between avoided crossings.
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